Velocity Landing Zone
Azure Made Simple
Expedite set-up and deployment of a secure and
compliant Azure shared services environment.
Public and Private Sector organisations are being urged to adopt a cloud model, but
progress is often stopped in its tracks when lack of expertise makes even that first
step of building a secure and compliant cloud foundation seem too complex. As IT
teams are facing pressure to achieve “more with less”, the time afforded to IT to
launch a cloud Minimum Viable Product (MVP) is also under increasing pressure.

Velocity Landing Zone
includes:

Sol-Tec’s Velocity Landing Zone expedites the configuration and deployment of a
baseline Azure environment that is secure, compliant and designed to scale as cloud
adoption progresses. Complete with a multi-account architecture, identity and
access management, governance, data security, network design, and logging, the
Velocity Landing Zone provides public sector organisations with an established and
tested blueprint that will get them up and running in the cloud in less than a week.

Expedite your Cloud
Journey

Secure and Compliant
Foundation

•

Rapid deployment of your Azure
environment gets your cloud
journey going quickly.

•

Secure baseline environment with
complete visibility into threat and
security landscape.

•

A cloud MVP, built on a core set of
artefacts refined over many
customer engagements.

•

•

Customisable to meet individual
requirements and product
preferences.

Secure governance framework
applied through role-based access
to Azure and subscription
management.

•

Makes Azure a trusted extension
of your on-premise data centre.

•

Aligned to Azure Architecture
blueprints, MS Virtual Data Centre
guidance and NCSC 14 Cloud
Security principles.

•

Hub & Spoke topology

•

Security (Isolation & Policy)

•

Subscription management

•

Role Based Access Control

•

Azure Networking & Firewall

•

Build automation for Spokes

•

Security & Availability
Monitoring

•

Backup & Recovery

•

Migration ready

Easy to Manage and Develop
•

Velocity Landing Zone can easily
be connected to the customer
network to enable migration.

•

Designed to scale as services are
built or moved to Azure.

•

Build pipelines provided to
create, “spokes” that define usage
of Azure by team or application.

•

Secure, easy to manage Internet
Facing Services

“With their PUBSEC methodology and Landing Zone IP, Sol-Tec have overcome a fear that many organisations have
about cloud migration being time consuming and complicated.”
Adrian Murphy, Senior Support Analyst, e-LfH
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Key benefits of Velocity Landing Zone
Accelerate Adoption of Azure
•

Pre-built, easy to configure Azure shared services
environment.

•

Cloud transformation in weeks rather than months.

•

Focused on providing a secure foundation with
separation of Red & Green Zone network traffic.

Reduced costs of deployment
•

A significant amount of expertise exists in the Velocity
Landing Zone blueprint, considerably reducing the
involvement required from highly skilled workers such
as cloud consultants and architects.

Sol-Tec is proud to be your
partner.
We focus on your organisation and
your people. We work in collaboration
with you every step of the way to
improve business performance and
reduce complexity.

Meet with us
•

Call us: 01189 514 200

•

Email us: info@sol-tec.com

Easy to track Azure consumption costs
•

New subscriptions are built and tagged through
automated DevOps pipelines so customer has
complete clarity over expenditure.

Why Sol-Tec?
Sol-Tec has been shaping IT solutions inline with emergent technologies for 27 years. We have logically evolved into a
business that now helps public sector organisations to transform their service delivery capabilities by achieving their digital
transformation goals.
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